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A c ouple in love walking along the ban ks of the Sein e are, in real fact, a
couple in love walking along the banks of the Seine, not mere particles in
motion.
Stuart Kauffman [1]
The gam e of real life is many things ; beautiful, complex, horrific and
in creasingly precarious . But the rules of the game are far fr om being
completely understood. As a field of scientific endeavour, complex systems
science offers the hope of better understanding ourselves and the world around
us, and pr oducing major advances t owards solvin g some of the worlds key
environmental, cu ltural and s ocial problems. The prob lems addressed by
complex systems are recognized as being hard, as evidenced by the limitations
in reduction ist scien ce t o make s ignificant ad vances. This is a well kn own
problem, and Melanie Mitchell states it succinctly [2]:
In spite of its great successes expla ining the very large and very small,
f u n d a m e n t a l p h y s i c s , a n d m o r e g e n e r a l l y , s c i e n t i fi c r e d u c t i o n i s m , h a v e b e e n
n otably mute in explaining the complex phenomena closest to our human-scale
concerns.
Complex s ystems is an emerging multidisciplinary science d eveloping new ways
of researching large, highly intricate, dynamical systems in diverse areas such
as biology, physics, social net works, s ocio-technological systems, s ocioecological systems, economics, our environment, the list goes on… [1, 2, 3, 4].
The use of complex systems and cr eativity, especially in music [5] and art [6]
certainly has a history. So why is what I am proposing different? Put simply, it
is a tale of two outcomes where art and science are a truly unified practice.
What C+C=WW proposes is broad and deep research focused on a plurality of
outcomes ( knowledge and artefact, p erhaps emb edded in the same “object”)
using robust methodologies. I have developed a methodology for my own
knowledge making and artistic creation [7, 8], but this is not meant to be a
prescription for others, although hopefully an inspiration. A web page on my
blog supplements this article with more details and references [9].

In my experien ce, art and science as described ab ove is a win-win scenario.
The production of both successful artworks and fundamental research has a
clear benefit, where art/science research is a two-way street. Technology and
science are useful tools for the creative, but by the same token, the creative
process is equally b eneficial for driving innovation, whether scientific or
technological. As Peter Cochrane puts it [10] :
Industries of the past were about process, about constrained problem-solving
in a slow-moving world. But that time is long gone, and today's companies
have to deal with fast-moving technology and competition, and that demands
creativity and unbounded thinking.
Great, where can I go to get involved in this exciting new and bold fr ontier?
That’s the catch, where can you go? Apart from a small, but thankfully growing
number of forward thinking and for ward lookin g organ isations, the cupboard is
still pretty bare (though n ot completely empty). Th e present situation is
summed up nicely by Stuart Kau ffman [11] :
The tw o cultures, science and humanities, rema in firm ly un-united.
Clearly though, there are people out there doing this kind of art and science,
but it is still a minority sport. This situation has to change, and should be the
n orm r ather than the exception. My assertion is that creativity and complexity,
as a combined endeavour with methodological rigour, has the p otential to make
our current and precarious game of life a win-win situation. It is high time for
the two cultures to really unite; to play and win the game. Don’t let the
reductionists grind you d own!
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